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MEET THE DEMONOLOGICAL CHARACTER: 
TWO TYPES OF NARRATIVE STRUCTURES
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Abstract: The article describes the system of character nomination in oral de-
monological narratives about the dead. The syntagmatic level, i.e. the methods of 
introducing demonic characters and the linguistic tools employed for this purpose, 
are given particular attention. I also attempt to explain the role this naming 
system plays in the organisation of a demonological narrative, and show the 
relationship between character references and storyline of the text.
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INTRODUCTION

In modern studies of oral demonological narratives, which are defined primarily 
as texts about human contacts with demonic creatures, there are some prefer-
ence points, or focuses of the researchers’ attention, so to speak. In the first 
place these texts are of interest to scholars as source material providing demono-
logical information, therefore the greatest attention is given to demonological 
creatures – their functions, attributes, naming patterns, and beliefs associated 
with them. A look at the bibliography of the subject clearly demonstrates that.1

The idea that, in order to understand the specific nature of a demonological 
text it is crucial to analyse the image of a demonological character, has been 
well established in folklore studies. The popularity of this idea is indicated by 
the mere fact that demonological prose compilations are traditionally structured 
around the type of demonological creatures. Moreover, almost all attempts to 
systematise demonological prose by topics (mainly in motif-indexes of demono-
logical narratives) are based on classifications by the type of the demonological 
character (hereinafter DC).2

The quite fair view on the DC as the central semantic point of a demonological 
text is confirmed by the analysis of demonological prose language. But I would 
like to draw attention to one point. The way the human being, i.e. the other 
part of interaction, is represented in a demonological text, is largely a lacuna in 
the folklorists’ knowledge. However, it is the human being only, not the demon, 
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that is an obligatory and always verbalised element of the system of actors in 
demonological narratives. In demonological texts some kinds of supernatural 
phenomena may well be described without identifying the supernatural actant 
and without giving its name (moreover, “a mysterious indifference of the in-
formant to the name of demonological phenomena, which he or she talks about” 
(Levkievskaia 2008: 348) is a typical feature of demonological narratives), but 
the event of a demonological text is impossible without human participation. 
The semantic structure of the text implies the existence of an addressee or re-
cipient (in the broadest sense of the term), who receives a certain demonological 
message (sees or hears the character, is affected by DC’s actions).

The researchers’ ‘mysterious indifference’ to the problem of human descrip-
tion in demonological prose is in many ways understandable. The person who 
interacts with the DC is a representative of ‘their’ human world, or the pole 
of norm, and the norm is less interesting than its violation. The norm attracts 
less attention and is much less verbalised, and its rare verbalisations are not 
as extensive or distinguished as those of an anomaly (Arutiunova 1988: 307; 
1999: 83).

Nevertheless, I have set this research goal and aim to explore the patterns 
in human image-modelling in demonological texts through the analysis of lexi-
cal items. To solve this problem, I used the texts of one thematic group about 
human contact with the dead. By analysing these texts one can compare the 
two forms, natural and supernatural, in which human beings are represented, 
as in most cases both interacting parties of these texts are anthropomorphic.

The material for the analysis consists of 532 demonological stories from the 
collections published by Zinov’ev (1987), Cherepanova (1996), Pukhova (2009), 
and Vinogradova and Levkievskaia (2012). The corpus of data comprises the 
East Slavic mythological texts that were collected on the territory of Russia, 
Ukraine, and Belarus in the 20th century. Thus the texts represent different 
local traditions – Siberia, the Russian North, the south of Russia, and Polesye. 
So representativeness of the sample and abstraction from the narrow local 
characteristics of the material are ensured.

During the preliminary phase of the study, I found all lexical units that 
represent and characterise a person, and then classified them into categories: 
characters, their features (attributes), and actions (predicates). This material 
made obvious which categorisation parameters of human characters are relevant 
for the studied texts and helped to determine the subject for the analysis, i.e. the 
types of human beings appearing in the text.

The analysis showed that the most frequent parameter describing a person 
in a demonological narrative is the actor’s function. According to their function 
in the studied texts the characters fall into five types.
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1. Demonological character – the dead.
2. Recipient – the person who receives the mythological message, ‘reads’ it, 
and thus interacts with the demonological creature. It is important that the 
recipient is a common human in a position equal to that of the listener and 
the narrator (while in memorates the recipient and the narrator are usually 
one and the same person). The recipient’s ‘commonness’ (alive, profane, com-
mon person in society) is his or her normative feature, a sign that the actor is 
included in society, and a necessary condition to consider the information in 
a demonological text reliable. It is impossible to imagine a situation when the 
narrator is a magic specialist, as the teller always takes the position outside 
the sphere of the supernatural.
3. Characters who are not in contact with the demonological creature – 
usually family members, relatives and neighbours of the recipient, i.e. people 
from the immediate social environment. Their function is to identify, in terms 
of tradition, what is happening with someone in close proximity: they reveal the 
true demonic nature of the demonological creature, return the recipient to the 
reality and save him or her from the harmful influence of supernatural forces.
4. Generalised agent – people from a distant social environment (referred 
to as people, everybody, every man). As a rule, they perform some usual ac-
tions prescribed by tradition. Most often, actions of the generalised agent are 
described by overtly subjectless sentences (in Russian grammatical tradition 
they are analysed as indefinite-personal or generalised-personal sentences). Cf.:

... So they opened the coffin, and there 
she lies, and her dress has three spots 
on it, three days old (Cherepanova 
1996: № 48).

… Tak otkryli grob-to, a ona 
i pravda, lezhit, a na plat’e tri piatna, 
trekhdnevnoi davnosti (Cherepanova 
1996: № 48).

They buried one woman in shoes 
(Pukhova 2009: № 550).

U nas odnu khoronili v tufliakh 
(Pukhova 2009: № 550).

They buried her, and her daughters 
were all alone (Zinov’ev 1987: № 83).

Ee pokhoronili, a docheri sovsem odni 
ostalis’ (Zinov’ev 1987; № 383).

5. Narrator – a storyteller, in texts where he or she is distinguished from the 
recipient of the demonological phenomenon. This type of person in the texts 
has different degrees of verbal representation. Quite often, the narrator does 
not manifest him/herself at the lexical level, and in some cases self-reference 
appears by the 1st person pronouns (‘I’), or other characters’ direct speech is 
addressed to him or her (‘you’, etc.).
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Thus, the lexical-thematic field ‘person’ (all lexical items denoting a person) in 
the demonological prose is formed of five groups differentiated on a functional 
basis. It is important that among people mentioned in the text there are none 
that would not perform any function. The first type (demonological character – 
a dead person) corresponds to the first term of the binomial ‘supernatural/
natural’, and in this sense is opposed to the other four types representing a hu-
man being in his or her natural incarnation. The narrator, the recipient, and 
people from their social environment are always portrayed as being outside the 
world of the supernatural and having the same pattern of world perception as 
the audience.

Next I classified all words referring to these five types of actors by parameters 
N (names), P (predicates), and A (attributes), which gave a result of 15 lexical-
thematic groups. With this approach, practically all the vocabulary in the text 
is involved in the analysis (only such parameters as ‘localisation’ and ‘temporal 
characteristics’ are left outside the database).

Then I carried out content analysis of the vocabulary for actors from 
a thematic-ideographic point of view, and also statistical analysis. I examined 
character names as well as references to their attributes: a) permanent (gender, 
age, appearance, marital status, social characteristics (occupation, property, 
etc.), intellectual qualities, spiritual (ethical) characteristics) and b) processual 
(nature of actions they perform).

Such an analysis produces results that are interesting, first of all, as com-
pared to general linguistic data or the specifics of human image modelling in 
other folklore genres and other semiotic systems: fiction, ‘naive’ literature, 
belles-lettres, memoirs, and others. To understand the mechanisms of narra-
tive organisation, however, we should apply the syntagmatic analysis of lexical 
items (i.e. analyse the order in which the items of specific parameters appear) 
and pragmatic analysis, which allows to identify the relationship between the 
verbal representation of parameters, on the one hand, and the plotline of the 
text as well as the communicative situation in which it lives, on the other.

In this article I will describe only two of the five types of demonological nar-
rative actors (DC and recipient), focusing on their naming. Moreover, in terms 
of the syntagmatic relations between these lexical units I will characterise 
only the act of introduction (a text fragment introducing the new character).

The empirical basis for the study provides 1,936 lexical items – references 
to the DC (863 items) and to the recipient (1,073 items), which have different 
semantic and grammatical characteristics:

• names of demonological characters (dead man);
• proper nouns (Ivan, Natalia);
• words with general categorical semantics (a woman, old man);
• kinship terms (brother);
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• names indicating social environment (neighbour);
• naming by profession/job (blacksmith) / property relations (house owner);
• names of animals (DC transformations: crow, dove);
• verbal references (it is rustling);
• pronouns (she, it, I, someone);
• metonymic references (part of body as character: head/foot);
• evaluative characteristics as references (fool, sinner).

Below they are presented in order of decreasing frequency in the corpus of 
examined texts.

Demonological character Recipient

pronouns – 448 (51.91%) pronouns – 777 (72.41%)

kinship terms – 177 (20.51%) kinship terms – 130 (12.12%)

words with the general categorical 
semantics ‘a person’ – 88 (10.2%)

words with the general categorical 
semantics ‘a person’ – 99 (9.23%)

names of demonological 
characters – 66 (7.65%)

proper nouns – 36 (4.17%) proper nouns – 41 (3.82%)

names of animals (transformations 
of DC) – 16 (1.85%)

naming by profession / job / 
property relations – 9 (1.04%)

naming by profession / job / 
property relations – 9 (0.84%)

names of people from the social 
environment – 3 (0.35%)

names of people from the social 
environment – 10 (0.93%)

verbal references (verb as reference 
to a person) – 9 (1.04%)

metonymic reference – 9 (1.04%)

evaluative characteristics as 
reference – 2 (0.23%)

evaluative characteristics as 
reference – 7 (0.65%)

I would like to draw attention to the following features of character names in 
demonological stories. Firstly, DC names are more diverse than those of the 
recipients, and among them there are specific ones, such as direct names of 
demonological characters, names of transformations into an animal, specific 
verbal references to the DC designating its action in the complete absence of 
substantive, metonymic references (note that this way of naming the character 
could also be used to refer to the recipient; there are no semantic constraints). 
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Paradoxically, when calculating word usages in folk demonological stories, it 
becomes clear that the dead man in the Russian folk tradition is rarely referred 
to as ‘dead’. In the analysed text corpus names for a dead person (dead man, 
dead, drowned man, and others), and the words qualifying it as a supernatural 
character (evil spirits, devil, ghost, spirit, soul, etc.), constitute only about 8% 
of all the names. Moreover, such names are used, as a rule, in conclusions and 
explanations, i.e. in constructions that are placed outside the story’s plot. Most 
of the names for demonological characters are words that categorise them as 
human beings (anthroponyms in the broadest sense).

Secondly, the analysis reveals lexical poverty of demonological narratives, 
especially in the lexical-semantic field ‘recipient’. It becomes especially obvious if 
we compare the obtained data with the corresponding fragment of the national 
linguistic worldview, which is described in the works of Yuri Apresian (1995), 
Nina Arutiunova (1999 [1998]), Elena Uryson (1998), Aleksei Shmelev (2002), 
Anna Wierzbicka (1997), and with the data from dictionaries. For example, in 
the Russian Semantic Dictionary the semantic field ‘human being’ is represented 
by nearly 400 pages, the table of contents itself taking 10 pages (RSD 1998). In 
folk prose texts many parameters describing a person are absent; for example, 
there are almost no emotional, imaginative, or expressive components in the 
meanings of words serving as names.

Characteristics of a person by job and profession are irrelevant for demono-
logical narratives. The language of demonological prose shows that the person 
is included in the society primarily at the family level. A considerable quantity 
of kinship terms, compared to a small number of social group characteristics, 
is obviously due to the content of the studied texts related to the family and 
family relationships.

An important feature of demonological narratives about the dead is the 
frequency of pronominal references to a human being, first of all through per-
sonal pronouns – in the narrator’s speech, as well as in direct and indirect 
speech of the characters. There are several reasons for this. On the one hand, 
demonological stories, being included in a dialogue and integrated into a situa-
tion of direct communication, acquire features inherent in colloquial speech. It 
is known that pronoun is the most common content word in colloquial speech, 
which is due to the importance of direct communication of anaphoric functions 
inherent in pronouns (Zemskaia 1979: 72; RCS 1983: 138–139). Thus, the 1st 
person pronoun (‘I’) is a usual way of the narrator’s self-reference. The second 
reason for the widespread use of pronominal references to the DC is in the 
genre’s pragmatics, that is, the narrator’s intention to avoid direct names of 
supernatural phenomena or agents (Levkievskaia 2006: 197–198).

However, in the analysis of names in folklore texts little is achieved or ex-
plained by looking at the range of lexemes. The study of their syntagmatics in 
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the text proves to be much more useful. For references to characters of different 
types, this approach reveals a number of rules, as well as the relationship be-
tween these references, on the one hand, and the storyline and event sequence 
in the text, on the other.

‘Reference’, here understood as correlation between the sign (word, phrase) 
and the object of extralinguistic reality in the communication process (Aru-
tiunova 1990), varies depending on the differences between the interlocutors’ 
knowledge on the discussed matter. If the subject discussed is known only to 
the speaker, it is an introducing reference (I have one friend); if it is known 
both to the speaker and the addressee, there is an identifying reference (This 
child does not listen), and if the subject is not included in the knowledge fund 
of the interlocutors, it is an indefinite reference (Peter married some woman) 
(Arutiunova 1990).

As found by Elena Levkievskaia, the mechanisms of reference used to refer 
to demonological phenomena differ from general linguistic rules. They are much 
more varied and much less standard than mechanisms used in literary lan-
guage. Thus, in a demonological text, a new subject (demonological character) 
is introduced into a speech situation using ways that are ‘deviant’ as compared 
to those of literary language. Elena Levkievskaia points out that the narrator 
“persistently avoids” calling the character by a direct name, and to refer to it 
uses either different pronouns (he, it), or descriptions pointing to one of the 
character’s properties, or the so-called ‘relevant’ names referring to an external 
sign as DC’s distinctive feature at the moment of speech (e.g. girls in white, 
old man in a red shirt, etc.), or an impersonal form of the verb in subjectless 
sentences (e.g. frightens, appears) (Levkievskaia 2006: 197–198).

This feature of linguistic text organisation is related, according to the re-
searcher, to the peculiarities of the communicative situation surrounding a de-
monological story, namely to the interlocutors’ opinion about each other as 
equally informed on the subject matter, equally involved in the tradition, and 
understanding without additional comments what or who is being discussed. 
On the other hand, the subject of conversation (a demonological phenomenon) 
is incognisable in many aspects, and this cognitive uncertainty causes the 
referential uncertainty observed in a demonological text.

Looking into the way that the character is introduced into the narrative, how 
he or she is called by the narrator, and what the context of these references is, 
can reveal certain other regularities of referring to the DC in the text.

As it turned out, the DC introduction is performed in two basic ways that 
correspond to the two ways of the text’s content organisation.

The first method of character introduction (the most frequent one, account-
ing for approximately 80% of all cases) is the anthroponymic name (kinship 
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terms, nouns with a general categorical semantics ‘person’, proper names) in 
combination with the characteristics of the ‘dead’, which can take a variety of 
lexical and grammatical forms (died, drowned, hanged himself, deceased, etc.):

Our grandfather died (Zinov’ev 
1987: № 387).

Umer u nas ded (Zinov’ev 1987: 
№ 387).

One woman’s husband died. And 
he comes to her (Pukhova 2009: 
№ 575).

U odnoi zhenshchiny umer muzh. 
I on stal k nei prikhodit’ (Pukhova 
2009: № 575).

One man’s wife died (Zinov’ev 
1987: № 386).

Pomerla u odnogo muzhika zhena 
(Zinov’ev 1987: № 386).

Only the old woman who died 
was in the village (Cherepanova 
1996: № 10).

A v derevne byla tol’ko pomershaia 
starukha (Cherepanova 1996: 
№ 10).

A young girl died, and later her 
mother had a dream (Pukhova 
2009: № 552).

Umerla molodaia devushka, 
a pozzhe ee materi snitsia son 
(Pukhova 2009: № 552).

There a man hanged himself 
(Cherepanova 1996: № 33).

U nikh muzhik povesilsia 
(Cherepanova 1996: № 33).

Here lived Ilyukha, who 
drowned near Petushok 
(Cherepanova 1996: № 18).

Byl tut Il’iukha, kotoryi utonul 
pod Petushkom (Cherepanova 1996: 
№ 18).

In this case, it is important to note that reference to the character as to the 
deceased, despite the predicative form (sister died, his wife died) is the most 
common name for a ‘walking’ dead man in demonological stories.

This feature corresponds to the tradition bearer’s logic, described by Elena 
Levkievskaia, which defines a demonological character primarily through its 
functions (Levkievskaia 2007: 78–106), and tends to use predicative forms 
to represent the DC (ibid.: 174–206). Moreover, this feature is presumably 
a manifestation of a more general rule of naming in folklore, noted by Sergei 
Nekliudov – the organisation of folklore world through action: “… the character 
is usually defined by the type of its behaviour” (Nekliudov 1972: 213).

The second way of character introduction (much less frequent in the studied 
corpus) uses structures with an indefinite (rather than an introducing) reference, 
such as: generalised name (man, woman, and others), often in combination with 
indefinite pronouns (someone, some), and characteristics of appearance (usually 
clothes), i.e. relevant names, but also through subjectless sentences. Characters 
introduced into the text by indefinite reference are described by their location 
in space – their names are often combined with verbs of movement.
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Some man is walking along the 
ditch, without a cap (Cherepanova 
1996: № 5).

Idet muzhchina kakoi-to po 
kanave, bez shapki (Cherepanova 
1996: № 5).

... I come home, and there’s some 
seventeen-year-old boy washing 
the floors (Pukhova 2009: № 576).

… Prikhozhu ia domoi, a tam 
kakoi-to iunosha 17 let moet poly 
(Pukhova 2009: № 576).

Now there is our Galka, when her 
son was ill, she says, a man came 
to her, a tall one, with a black 
beard, was asking for her son, 
but she did not give him away 
(Cherepanova 1996: № 29).

A vot Galka-to nasha, vot syno-ot 
u nee bolel, tak govorit, muzhik k ei 
prishel, vysokii takoi, s borodoi 
chernoi, vse syna prosil, tak ne 
otdala ona ego (Cherepanova 1996: 
№ 29).

She stood up, opened the window, 
and suddenly saw a woman there, 
in a white dress and a head-
scarf, who says, “Give me some 
water” (Cherepanova 1996: № 30).

Nu, ona vstala, otkryla okoshko 
i vdrug vidit, chto zhenshchina 
taka v belom plat’e i platke 
i prosit, dai mne, mol, voditsy 
(Cherepanova 1996: № 30).

... A man sitting in a sheepskin 
coat (Cherepanova 1996: № 11).

… Sidit v tulupe muzhchina 
(Cherepanova 1996: № 11).

He says, I hear the rustling 
(Zinov’ev 1987: № 411).

Slyshu, govorit, shoborchit. <…> 
Shurudit (Zinov’ev 1987: № 411).

It is easy to notice that the second type of character introduction is the way of 
introduction specific to demonological texts, described by Elena Levkievskaia. 
Such texts contain an intrigue: the event is first described as trivial (indeed, is 
there anything unusual in the fact that a person sits, walks, goes away, washes 
the floors?), and only then it becomes clear that the character is a dead man.

Actually, this is the main event of the text, according to Yuri Lotman, 
“a meaningful deviation from the norm” (Lotman 1998: 166), and the com-
municative task of the text, therefore, calls for a correct identification of the 
character, requiring one to recognise it as a dead man. Texts of this type have 
a thriller plot and evoke strong emotions, especially fear. The functions they 
perform best are thus emotional and phatic ones, inherent in demonological 
stories (Levkievskaia 2008: 352–353).

The analysis showed that the texts that do not state at the outset that the 
story is about a dead man, have only one plot type – they describe only the 
fact of the dead person’s appearance, and this event is sufficient for such texts.

The stories in which the listener knows in advance that the character is 
a dead man are more diverse in content; there are such motifs as cohabitation 
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of wife and her late husband (e.g. Zinov’ev 1987: № 397; Cherepanova 1996: 
№ 23, 24), malicious actions of the deceased towards children (Zinov’ev 1987: 
№ 386, 399; Cherepanova 1996: № 41), identification of the deceased as a demon 
(Pukhova 2009: № 581–585; Cherepanova 1996: № 20, 22), protective actions 
(Zinov’ev 1987, № 390, 397; Pukhova 2009: № 581–595), and interaction with 
the demonological character – the transfer of objects to the other world (Pukhova 
2009: № 547–557; Cherepanova 1996: № 46–47). There are texts, though, that 
have nothing but the description of a demonological character (e.g. Zinov’ev 
1987: № 405; Cherepanova 1996: № 13).

In these texts the identification of the character as a dead man takes place 
at the beginning of the narrative, the listeners’ expectations thus being pre-
pared: the case is immediately described and perceived as supernatural, and 
therefore another kind of communicative task emerges – to correctly identify 
the character, from the standpoint of the tradition, and to teach to behave cor-
rectly in this situation (again from the viewpoint of the tradition).

Texts of this type are more informative and often didactic. Obviously, a large 
number of such texts in folk prose collections are due to the informants’ per-
ception of the interlocutor-folklore gatherer as a person who first of all needs 
information, and, importantly, information of a specific kind. Perhaps the in-
formative orientation of these texts has caused a greater variety of motifs: the 
narrative serves as a clear illustration of beliefs associated with this demono-
logical character, ‘a walking dead’.

Thus, the described text types differ, depending on where in the text the 
character is defined as dead – at the beginning or the end of the text.

In other words, if we consider the demonological text as a statement, then 
we face its various theme-rheme organisation: a message that is the rheme 
(‘new’) in texts with a second type introduction, is already given in the texts of 
the first type, or the theme.

The observed correlation of character reference with the storyline suggests 
that text generation is conditioned communicatively: the introduction of dif-
ferent DC types ‘provokes’ action development through various plot schemes.

The study of the methods of introducing demonic characters in mythological 
narratives has revealed certain rules of naming of the DC in text. The nomina-
tion of mythological characters in oral stories does not always coincide with those 
names that are assigned to them in traditional beliefs (so the most common 
name for a ‘walking dead’ man in demonological stories is the anthroponymic 
name). The principles of mythological characters and phenomena naming are 
directly related to the communicative situation of telling the text and its com-
municative purpose for the sake of which the narrator begins to talk about the 
supernatural.
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A further study of this problem can be continued in research of the principles 
of reference of mythological characters or phenomena in different forms of 
presentation of traditional knowledge such as stories, legends, and beliefs.

NOTES

1 See, for example, the ethno-linguistic dictionary, The Slavic Antiquities, 1995–2012, 
Vol. 1–5, Moscow, as well as papers by Tatiana Agapkina, Olga Belova, Liudmila 
Vinogradova, Marina Vlasova, Alexander Gura, Neonila Krinichnaia, Elena Levkievs-
kaia, Sergei Nekliudov, Anna Plotnikova, Irina Razumova, Nikita Tolstoi, Svetlana 
Tolstaia, and others.

2 See the review of motif-indexes of demonological prose in Nekliudov 2006.
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